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Property / Regeneration Briefing
Dear Member,
You are invited to attend the meeting of the Property / Regeneration Briefing to be held
as follows for the transaction of the business indicated.
Sian Roxborough
Monitoring Officer
The council is currently holding virtual meetings. This plays a part in helping us to
maintain the safety of the public, staff and councillors.
The City Mayor has asked that, as far as possible, there is still public involvement and
input into the decision-making process.
Therefore, should you wish to raise a question or comment on any of the items listed,
which will be presented at the meeting on your behalf, you can do so in writing, by
sending an email to the address at the bottom of this agenda.
Please do this by 4.30pm on the day before the meeting is due to take place.
Further information on the coronavirus and what it means for Salford can be found on
the council website - https://www.salford.gov.uk/coronavirus
DATE:

Monday, 22 February 2021

TIME:

11.00 am

VENUE:

Microsoft Teams Meeting

AGENDA
THE PROCEEDINGS OF THIS MEETING CAN BE VIEWED LIVE
ON THE DAY VIA THE FOLLOWING LINK:
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetupjoin/19%3ameeting_ODQ4Y2Y4MGItYzg1ZS00YWRhLWE0ZTktNjdk
MzMzMDkxMWRi%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22
68c00060-d80e-40a5-b83f3b8a5bc570b5%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22573d04a0-0ae6-41ac938f-3d1aa4fc5fd1%22%2c%22IsBroadcastMeeting%22%3atrue%7d
1

Apologies for absence

2

Declarations of interest

3

Items for Decision - Part 1 (Open to the Public)

3a

Greater Manchester Mayor's Walking and Cycling Challenge Fund City Centre Salford Projects Section 106 Match Funding

(Pages 1 - 52)

3b

Greater Manchester Mayor's Walking and Cycling Challenge Fund Chapel Street East Scheme Phase 1

4

Public Briefing Items

(Pages 53 - 70)

The following items are for the primary purpose of providing members
of the public with all relevant information on the respective matters,
other than those elements, which in accordance with the relevant
sections of the Local Government Act 1972, remain confidential and
require that any arising decision is taken in Part 2 of the agenda.
4a

City of Salford Stadium - Land Disposals (see item 6(a))

5

Exclusion of the Public

6

Items for Decision - Part 2 (Closed to the Public)

6a

City of Salford Community Stadium - Land Disposals

7

Any other business

Contact Officer:
Tel No:
E-Mail:

Mike Relph, Senior Democratic Services Advisor
0161 793 3013
decisionmakingandscrutiny@salford.gov.uk

(Pages 71 - 78)

(Pages 79 - 80)

Agenda Item 3a
Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR FOR PLACE
TO
CITY MAYOR FOR PROPERTY & REGENERATION (Decision)
ON
22nd February 2021
CITY CENTRE SALFORD
‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’
GM MAYORS CHALLENGE FUND FOR WALKING & CYCLING (MCF)
SECTION 106 MATCH FUNDING CONTRIBUTIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS:
That City Mayor approves;
1. The proposed expenditure of £1,991,550.34 of Section 106 contributions
received towards the MCF funded ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods
Project’ in City Centre Salford.; and
2. The intention to allocate future specific Section 106 contributions not yet
received totalling £2,146,154.90 (index linked) as Council match funding
towards the MCF funded ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’
in City Centre Salford

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The purpose of this report is to seek authority from the City Mayor to: -

allocate specific Section 106 contributions already received totalling
£1,991,550.34 as Council match funding towards the MCF funded ‘Active
Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ in City Centre Salford and;

-

allocate future specific Section 106 contributions not yet received totalling
£2,146,154.90 (index linked) as Council match funding towards the MCF funded
‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ in City Centre Salford.
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Tranche 1 and Tranche 5 funding submissions were made to MCF to assist in the
creation of a network of interconnected walking and cycling routes across City Centre
Salford. These funding bids were successful and the Council has been awarded
project development funding to progress the design and business cases for each of
the schemes included in the bids.
Associated with these funding bids, informal briefings and discussions have taken
place with Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development, Chair of Planning
and Transportation Regulatory Panel & Assistant Director for Planning regarding some
specific sources of S106 funding and eligibility as match funding. These included
reaching informal agreement to allocate the S106 funding associated with the Gore
Street development towards the Chapel Street/Trinity Way scheme and the remaining
S106 funding associated with the Renaker development at Wilburn Street Basin
towards improving connectivity along the River Irwell (Irwell River Park), through the
City Centre.
Further to these informal discussions, a briefing report confirming full details of the
intention to allocate Section 106 contributions towards the MCF funded ‘Active
Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ in City Centre Salford as detailed in this
report was presented to the Lead Member for Planning & Sustainable development on
the 12th January 2021 and City Mayor on 8th February 2021. The approach was
supported at both meetings.
Individual reports will also be brought forward for approval at the appropriate time for
each of the schemes included in the funding bids. These reports will include detailed
information on cost and funding.
However, prior to completion of the business cases for each of the schemes, the
Council needs to be clear on its ability to provide match funding. S106 contributions
make up a significant proportion of this match funding.
Details of the current position regarding specific S106 contributions are included within
this report. However, City Mayor should note that there is still risk attached, as not all
the proposed S106 contributions have been paid to the Council at the present time.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
Attachment 1
Proposed MCF scheme looking south along Irwell Street

Attachment 2
City Centre Salford
‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’
Tranche 5 Funding Submission to the Greater Manchester Mayor’s Cycling & Walking Challenge Fund
5th April 2019
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KEY DECISION:

YES

DETAILS:
Background
Salford City Council made a Tranche 5 funding submission to the Greater Manchester
Mayor’s Cycling & Walking Challenge Fund on the 5th April 2019 for an ‘Active Centres,
Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ in City Centre Salford.
This was based on a strategic plan, aimed at promoting less reliance on the motor car
and encouraging people to move through the area by cycling, walking and using public
transport.
The City Council has been working closely with partners to implement this integrated
network which includes the creation of new interconnected walking and cycling routes,
public realm, greenspaces, new bridges and opening up railway arches for public
access.
To complete the ‘City Centre Active Centres, Corridors and Neighbourhoods Project’
the City Council sought £23,104,961 support from MCF with a match funding
contribution of £5,059,948 towards the projects detailed in attachment 2.
As a precursor to the above project, through Tranche 1 of MCF, the Council had also
previously sought funding support of £3,838,911 with a match funding contribution of
£495,720 towards the Chapel Street East Phase 1 pilot project.
Suitable match funding towards the above MCF projects was primarily identified from
within the City Council’s S106 receipts as detailed in this report. The remaining match
funding was identified to come from a combination of capital receipts, capital
programme, unspent pinch point grant and English Cities Fund.
Prior to making the MCF funding submissions, discussions had taken place with the
Council’s S106 and Finance officers to agree a reasonable and low risk approach to
match funding. Informal discussions also took place with Lead Member for Planning
and Sustainable Development, Chair of Planning and Transportation Regulatory Panel
& Assistant Director for Planning regarding some specific sources of S106 funding and
eligibility as match funding.
In July 2018 and June 2019 the Council was advised that it’s submission for Chapel
Street East Phase 1 and City Centre Salford respectively had been successful and that
it had been awarded project development funding to progress the design and business
case.
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Since award and during the course of preparing detailed designs and business cases,
three significant changes have occurred: -

One of the schemes included in the Tranche 5 funding bid (St John’s to New
Bailey Bridge) is unable to proceed at the present time. Scheme development
was progressing well until summer 2020 when the City Council was advised that
the form of the development on the Manchester side of the River Irwell was to
change and it could be some time before it would be known whether it would
still be possible to land a bridge in this location.

-

In response to Covid 19 and in recognition of the need for improved cycling
provision and more space for pedestrians to safely social distance an
emergency active travel scheme was implemented along Irwell Street and
linking into Chapels Street/Trinity Way.

-

Also, as development proposals have come forward in the vicinity of Irwell
Street and Trinity Way, it became apparent that the permanent solution for the
Chapel Street/Trinity Way scheme needed to extend along Irwell Street into
Manchester & Irwell River Park in order to develop a truly effective project.

Therefore, a proposal was put to Transport for Greater Manchester to vary the
Council’s Tranche 5 funding submission. This involved removing St John’s to New
Bailey Bridge from the programme and transferring the funding towards an expanded
Chapel Street/Trinity Way scheme along Irwell Street and connecting into Irwell River
Park as illustrated in attachment 1.
This variation was approved at TfGM’s project Board on the 8th December 2020.
Each of the individual schemes making up the City Centre Salford MCF programme
are described in attachment 2. Specific reports relating to each of these will be brought
forward in accordance with the Council’s Constitution at the appropriate time seeking
approval to the detailed costs and funding arrangements and seeking authority to go
out to tender through a compliant procurement process.
However, in advance of this, this report is recommending that City Mayor approves: -

the proposed expenditure of £1,991,550.34 of Section 106 contributions
received towards the MCF funded ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods
Project’ in City Centre Salford as summarised in the Table A below and;

-

The intention to allocate future specific Section 106 contributions not yet
received totalling £2,146,154.90 (index linked) as Council match funding
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towards the MCF funded ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’
in City Centre Salford in the Table B below.
Table A – S106 funding already received
S106 Details

Ref

Development
(Planning
Application)

323

Riverside
16/67780/FULEIA

312/
312A

Dandara Chapel
Street
14/65224/FUL

353

Gore Street
15/66415/FUL

293

Wilburn Street Basin
14/64851/FUL

Value of
S106 (Not
index
linked)

Proposed Allocation

Named Projects

Received
to date
(Index
Linked)

MCF Scheme

Amount

327,627.00

1. New Bailey Street improvements outside
Riverside Estate, 2. New
Bailey Street - Station
/Chapel Street junction
improvements, 3.
Manchester Gateway /
Albert Bridge, 4. Access to
Riverview development
site area, 5. Quays Street /
Browncross Street /
Chapel Street and/or the
relocation of the Joseph
Brotherton Statue

356,328.56

Chapel Street East
Phases 1 & 2

274,421.81

798,000.00

Greengate Park and or
work to support access to
and from New Bailey
Street

896,612.30

Chapel Street East
Phases 1 & 2

498,000.00

701,277.00

1. Chapel Street/Trinity
Way junction and public
realm works to create a
pedestrian and cycle route
through the adjacent
railway arches and/or 2.
Affordable Housing

726,249.61

Chapel Street/
Trinity Way

726,249.61

492,878.92

Irwell
Street/IRP/Ordsall
Chord Riverside
Connection

492,878.92

492,878.92

Public realm in the vicinity

Table B – S106 funding not yet received

S106 Details

Ref

Development
(Planning
Application)

Value of
S106 (Not
index
linked)

328

Riverview
16/67779/FULEIA

552,373.00

Proposed Allocation

Named Projects

Received
to date
(Index
Linked)

MCF Scheme

Amount
(plus Index
Linking)

Projects are the same as
s106 ref 323

143,202.02

Chapel Street East
Phase 2

414,279.75
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288/
306

Middlewood Locks
13/64081/OUTEIA

1,951,897.00

Restoration &
maintenance of
Manchester Bolton Bury
Canal, through site.
Access and infrastructure
open space improvements
to Peel Park.
Improvements to
Pedestrian Route.
(Middlewood to Salford
Central Station). Provision
of public art within site.
Provision of air quality
monitoring equipment
within vicinity of site.
Environmental
improvements within the
area included within the
Council’s Chapel Street
Regeneration Strategy.

0.00

City Centre Bee
Network

463,922.75

2,285.10

City Centre Bee
Network (Islington
Park)

88,887.10

349

Carpino Place
16/68118/FUL

91,124.55

Viability payment
(£91,124.55) towards 1.
Islington Street Play Area,
2. Open space adjcent to
Islington Street Play Area
bound by James Street,
Stevenson Street and
Rodney Street, 3. Islington
Park, 4. Open space
between James Street and
Islington Mill. Open space
payment (£2,285.10)
towards Islington Street
Play Area only.

357

Embankment West

1,125,000.00

Greengate Park and or
works to Chapel Street
East

0.00

Chapel Street East
Phase 2

717,623.30

316A

Outwood Wharf
Phase 1
15/66823/OUT

520,327.00

Meadows bridge, Crescent
or Oldfield Road.

0.00

Oldfield Road
Corrdor

173,442.00
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372

Outwood Wharf Ph
2 18/71512/FUL

864,000.00

Meadows bridge, Crescent
or Oldfield Road,
education or affordable
housing.

0.00

Oldfield Road
Corrdor

288,000.00

Included below is some more detailed narrative around each of the S106 receipts: 323

Select Property Group Development at Riverside

The Council has now received £356,328.56 associated with this development.
£81,906.75 has been spent to date as a match funding contribution towards delivering
phase 1 of New Bailey Gateway. It is proposed that a balance of £274,421.81 is
allocated towards delivering Chapel Street East Phases 1 & 2. This would be an
appropriate use as the agreement specifically names projects for improvements to
Chapel Street as identified in the table A above.
328

Select Property Group Development at Riverview

The Council has now received £143,202.02 to date associated with this development
which was spent as a match funding contribution towards delivering phase 1 of New
Bailey Gateway. It is proposed that a balance of £414,279.75 (plus index linking) is
allocated towards delivering Chapel Street East Phase 2. The named projects are the
same as for agreement 323.
312/312A

Dandara Development at Chapel Wharf

The Council has now received £896,612.30 associated with this development. It is
proposed that £498,000 is allocated towards delivering Chapel Street East Phases 1
& 2. This would be an appropriate use as the agreement specifically refers to
supporting delivery of Greengate Park and or work to support access to New Bailey
Street. The balance of the funding could then be allocated as a contribution towards
supporting delivery of Greengate Park.
353

UK Land & Property Development at Gore Street
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The Council has now received £726,249.61 from this development. It is proposed that
the full amount is allocated towards delivering Chapel Street/Trinity Way. This would
be an appropriate use as the agreement specifically refers to Chapel Street/Trinity Way
junction improvements and public realm works as one of two named projects. Previous
informal discussions with Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development,
Chair of Planning and Transportation Regulatory Panel & Assistant Director for
Planning had agreed this use of the S106 contribution.
288/306

Scarborough Development at Middlewood Locks

A S106 contribution of £1,951,897 (index linked) has been agreed in connection with
this development. To date the Council has not received this. The first instalment of
50% is payable on 50% occupation of the floor space and the second instalment of
50% is due on 75% occupation of the floor space.
Contained within the agreement the developer has the option to seek a ‘public realm
allowance’ reduction of 25% (£487,974). This would apply where the Council
considers that a higher standard of public realm has been provided on-site.
The agreement contains several options on where S106 can be allocated, namely;
- Restoration & maintenance of the Manchester Bolton Bury Canal through the
site.
- Access & infrastructure improvements to Peel Park.
- Improvements to the pedestrian route between Middlewood & Salford Central
Station.
- Provision of public art within the site.
- Provision of air quality monitoring equipment within the vicinity of the site.
- Environmental improvements within the Council’s Chapel Street Regeneration
area.
The developer is expected to put a case forward and seek the ‘public realm allowance’
due to the high standard of public realm alongside the canal.
The maintenance of the canal through the site is also an important issue for Council
and it has been suggested that a sum of £1 million is set aside as a contribution towards
this.
This would leave a sum of £463,922.75 available to contribute as match funding
towards the City Centre Bee Network scheme as this supports both the Chapel Street
Regeneration area and improving the pedestrian route between Middlewood and
Salford Central Station.
Discussions with the developer have indicated that they would like to support the City
Centre Bee Network through their S106 contribution.
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Improvements to Peel Park have been discounted on the basis that the park has
already been improved through Heritage Lottery Funding. Public art within the site is
also not considered essential due to the quality of the public realm that has already
been provided by the developer.
293

Renaker Development at Wilburn Street Basin

The Council received a viability payment of £492,878.92 in January 2018 associated
with this development.
It is proposed that £492,878.92 is allocated towards schemes that support delivery of
Irwell River Park i.e. Ordsall Chord Riverside connection and improvements to Stanley
Street and Irwell Street.
This would be an appropriate use, as the agreement specifically refers to supporting
the provision of improved public realm in the vicinity. The S106 officer at the Council
had confirmed that a sum of £492,878.92 was available and suitable for use against
projects alongside the river at this location. The Chair of Planning and Transportation
Regulatory Authority & Assistant Director for Planning had also confirmed informally
that this was an acceptable approach.
349

English Cities Fund Development at Carpino Place

A contribution of £2,285.10 has been received from this development to date towards
Islington Street play area. There is a potential viability payment of £88,887.10
remaining, which would be subject to conclusion of Government guidance on the sale
of ground rents.
Liaison has taken place with English Cities Fund, who have agreed, that should the
viability conclude that a S106 contribution was not needed, then English Cities Fund
would still make a contribution of the same value towards improving Islington Park,
which forms an integral part of the City Centre Bee Network.

357

Embankment West

A S106 contribution of £1,125,000 (index linked) has been agreed in connection with
this development. To date the Council has not received this. The payments are due
at specific trigger points as the development of the three apartment blocks progresses.
A 25% (index linked) contribution will be due on completion of the first dwelling with
further payments at 50% and 75% completion.
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It is proposed that £717,623.30 is allocated towards delivering Chapel Street East
Phase 2. This would be an appropriate use as the agreement specifically refers to
supporting delivery of Greengate Park and or works to Chapel Street East.
Discussions between officers have concluded that it would be appropriate to utilise the
balance to support the delivery of Greengate Park.
316A

Outwood Wharf Phase 1

A S106 contribution of £520,327 (index linked) has been agreed towards public realm
works in connection with this development. To date the Council has not received this.
The payment is anticipated in the final quarter of 2020/2021.
It is proposed that £173,442 is allocated towards delivering the Oldfield Road Corridor
scheme. This would be an appropriate use as the agreement specifically refers to
supporting delivery of the Meadows Bridge, the Crescent or Oldfield Road.
This would leave a balance of £346,885 (index linked) available towards the other
potential uses identified in the agreement.
372

Outwood Wharf Phase 2

Development of this site is currently on hold. A S106 contribution of £864,000 (index
linked) had been agreed in connection with this development, with £444,000 due on
commencement.
Subject to development proceeding, it is proposed that £288,000 is allocated towards
delivering the Oldfield Road Corridor scheme. This would be an appropriate use as
the agreement specifically refers to supporting delivery of the Meadows Bridge, the
Crescent, Oldfield Road, education or affordable housing.
Based on the above, consultation has taken place with Housing and Education.
Housing have raised no issues in connection with utilising £288,000 towards the
Oldfield Road Corridor MCF scheme from within the total S106 contribution of
£864,000 (index linked) relating to Outwood Wharf Phase 2.
Education have confirmed that they would look for a S106 contribution from this
development to support school place impact. The service is currently working on future
plans to create additional pupil place capacity in the Ordsall Ward. Current indications
are that an additional 2.5 Forms of Entry will be required between 20202025. Equivalent to more than 2 standard size schools (potentially over 500 additional
children). The Council only has limited funds available through basic need for
expansion of High, Primary and SEND schools and would therefore look to s.106 to
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support the risk from each development as a contribution either through a fund or land
offer depending on the circumstances.
Utilising £288,000 as match funding towards delivering the Oldfield Road Corridor MCF
scheme would still leave a balance of £576,000 (index linked) available towards the
other uses identified in the agreement.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:






Salford City Council Unitary Development Plan 2004-16 (2006);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2007);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2015); and
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2019);
“Salford 2025 – A Modern Global City”

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
The improvements will be of benefit to all. It is considered that there are no adverse
impacts associated with this project. All proposals are being presented to the local
community and the business community through a range of public consultation
methods and feedback received has/will be considered in the design development.
Full details will be included in the individual scheme reports that are brought forward
at the appropriate time.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium
There are several key risks to highlight: 1. Subject to the submission/approval of business cases, City Centre Salford MCF
scheme delivery funding will be awarded on the basis that the Council is able to
make a match funding contribution of £5,555,668. A significant proportion of
this, £4,118,342.30 has been identified to come from appropriate S106
contributions. Should this contribution from S106 allocations not be agreed
within the Council, this would leave a shortfall which would need to be met from
elsewhere in Council budgets. The other alternative for the Council would be
to not proceed with delivering the City Centre Salford MCF schemes.
2. A proportion of S106 contributions (£2,146,154.90) is still to be paid by
developers in accordance with the timescales established in the specific
agreements. Timing of these payments should align with programming of MCF
scheme delivery. Delays in the programmed delivery of developments could
potentially lead to delays in receipt of S106 payments. In turn, this could leave
a shortfall in the Council’s match funding resource, which would need to be met
from elsewhere in Council resources until the S106 payments are received. As
mentioned in this report, a low risk strategy to match funding was adopted at
the time of submitting the MCF funding bids.
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3. Since submission of the MCF funding bids, one development is currently on
hold at Outwood Wharf Phase 2. Lengthy delays in this development
progressing could lead to a potential shortfall in match funding of £288,000,
which would need to be met from elsewhere in Council resources.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Robert Irvine
Section 106 contributions can only be expended in accordance with the terms of the
planning obligations outlined in the relevant agreement.
If the Council cannot
demonstrate that the contributions have been expended in accordance with the
agreement, there is a risk that the contributions, or some of them, may need to be
repaid to the developers. This report explains why officers are of the view that the
expenditure set out herein would be in line with the terms of the respective agreements.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Natalie Birchall
The overall City Centre MCF programme is valued at £32.50m comprising: £26.94m
MCF, and £5.56m of local match funding by SCC.
Mayors challenge funds must be spent by the end of March 2022.
Programme entry development funding for the schemes outlined in this report was
approved in July 2018 & June 2019. Council development costs for progressing
designs and business cases for these schemes are to be met from MCF funding. The
Council is in the process of reclaiming these costs from the GMCA through the agreed
quarterly claims mechanism.
The reports sets out a proposal to allocate S106 contributions totalling £4.137m (plus
index linking) towards MCF funded schemes in City Centre Salford.
As at December 2020, the following S106 Contributions received to be allocated from
the development(s) at:





£492,878.92 from Wilburn Street Basin (Section 106 Ref: 293 - 14/64851/FUL)
£498,000.00 from Dandara Chapel Street (Section 106 Ref: 312 - 14/65224/FUL)
£274,421.81 from Trinity Riverside (Section 106 Ref: 323 - 16/67780/FULEIA)
£726,249.61 from Gore Street (Section 106 Ref: 353 - 15/66415/FUL)

A proportion of S106 contributions (£2,146,154.90) is still to be paid by developers in
accordance with the timescales established in the specific agreements. Timing of
these payments should align with programming of MCF scheme delivery. Delays in the
programmed delivery of developments could potentially lead to delays in receipt of
S106 payments. In turn, this could leave a shortfall in the Council’s match funding
resource, which would need to be met from elsewhere in Place, capital programme.
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Individual scheme reports will be brought forward for approval at appropriate times
setting out the full funding details on a scheme by scheme delivery.

SOURCE OF FUNDING:
Section 106 Contributions received to be allocated from the development(s) at:





£492,878.92 from Wilburn Street Basin (Section 106 Ref: 293 - 14/64851/FUL)
£498,000.00 from Dandara Chapel Street (Section 106 Ref: 312 - 14/65224/FUL)
£274,421.81 from Trinity Riverside (Section 106 Ref: 323 - 16/67780/FULEIA)
£726,249.61 from Gore Street (Section 106 Ref: 353 - 15/66415/FUL)

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Mike Hemingway
Climate change implications are considered through the planning application process,
and where relevant appropriate mitigation will be identified through planning conditions
and/or planning obligations. The Section 106 contribution(s) can only be used towards
specific mitigation in accordance with the respective Section 106 agreement. This
project is aimed at promoting less reliance on the motor car and encouraging people
to move through the area by cycling, walking and using public transport.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:
Consultation has taken place with various officer within the Council including S106,
planning, regeneration & finance in developing the principle of utilising the S106
contributions identified in this report as match funding towards the MCF funded ‘Active
Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ in City Centre Salford. Housing and
Education officers have been consulted with specific reference to 372 (Outwood Wharf
Phase 2). Consultation has also taken place with two of the Council’s key
developments partners (English Cities Fund and Scarborough) about this approach.
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CONTACT OFFICER:

Perry Twigg

TEL NO: 07966 316309

Steve Davey (s106)

TEL NO: 0161 793 3762

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall
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06

Irwell Street and Trinity Way junction
Existing view looking south
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Attachment 1 - Proposed MCF scheme looking south along Irwell Street
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City Centre Salford ‘ Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhood Projects’

Project Summary
‘Creating a great place in which to live,
work and spend leisure time’

Estimated
Capital Costs
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The City Centre is changing rapidly as the Central Business
District expands westwards along the River Irwell.
Significant private sector development is taking place
within the area as well as investment in new and improved
infrastructure.

1

Chapel Street/Trinity Way Junction Improvements
for Pedestrians & Cyclists

£1,996,870.38

2

Gore Street Connection

£1,274,081.10

3

Chapel Street East Phase 2

£6,231,396.47

As regeneration plans come to fruition and investor
confidence grows,   the look, feel and function of this part of
the City Centre is changing. The area is no longer a transient
space existing primarily as a through route for commuters.
These are fast becoming City Centre streets situated at the
heart of growing City Centre neighbourhoods.

4

Broughton Cycleway Enhancements

£3,027,195.60

5

St John’s to New Bailey Pedestrian & Cycling
Bridge

£5,574,542.82

6

Ordsall Chord Riverside Connection

7

Oldfield Road Corridor Walking and Cycling
Enhancements

£4,657,935.08

8

Salford City Centre Bee Network

£ 4,946,101.19

Salford City Council has developed a strategic plan for this
part of the City Centre, aimed at promoting less reliance on
the motor car and encouraging people to move through the
area by cycling, walking and using public transport.
The City Council has been working closely with partners
to implement this integrated network which includes the
creation of new interconnected walking and cycling routes,
public realm, green spaces, new bridges and opening up
railway arches for public access.
To complete the ‘City Centre Active Centres, Corridors
and Neighbourhood Projects’ the City Council is seeking
£23,104,961 support from MCF towards the projects
summarised in the table opposite.

2

Projects requiring support
from MCF

Total

£456,785.99

£28,164,908.58

City Centre Salford - Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhood Projects
KEY
CITY CENTRE GROWTH
Built
On Site
Planned

INVESTMENT IN PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Salford Central Station
Cross City Bus
Ordsall Chord

8
R i ve r Irwe ll

SALFORD
I RWE LL
RI V E RSI D E

ADE L PH I

8

4

LOCAL NEIGHBOURHOODS
Adelphi
Chapel Wharf
Greengate
Irwell Riverside
Islington
Middlewood Locks
New Bailey
Trinity
St John’s
Spinningfields

PROJECTS REQUIRING FUNDING SUPPORT FROM THE
MAYORS CYCLING & WALKING CHALLENGE FUND

1
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T RI N I T Y

U NI VE R S I T Y
8
& THE CRESCENT

GRE E N GAT E
3

3

1

4

2

3 2
1

8. Salford City Centre Bee Network

5

1

2

Salford
Central
Station

C H A PE L
WH A RF

8

FUNDED PROJECTS
1. Bloom Street ‘Quiet Streets’
1
2. New Bailey Gateway
3. New Bailey Interlinking Spaces &
Pedestrian / Cycle Routes
4. Chapel Street Corridor
5. Chapel Street East Phase 1
6. Middlewood Loop
7. Liverpool Street

3

ISL I N GTON

1. Chapel Street / Trinity Way Junction Improvments
for pedestrian & cyclists
2. Gore Street Connection
3. Chapel Street East Phase 2
4. Broughton Cycle Enhancements
5. St John’s to New Bailey Pedestrian & Cycling Bridge
6. Ordsall Chord Riverside Connection
7. Oldfield Road Corridor

NEW
B A I LE Y

8. ECF-Riverside Walk / Pocket Park

8

ADJOINING PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT

7
7

6

MIDDL E WOOD
LO C KS

LI VE R PO O L
STREET

8

8

6

University & The Crescent Masterplan - The area
falls outside of the scope of this submission to MCF
as plans for the neighbourhood are currently only in
the early stages of development.

1

5

7

R E GE NT
R E TA I L
PA R K

S P I N N I N G F I E L DS

S T. J O H N ’ S

1. Crescent Linear Park
2. The Crescent
3. Crescent Meadows Bridge

STRATEGIC ROUTES
Irwell River Park

MANCHESTER

NCN Route 6
GREEN SPACES / PUBLIC REALM

8

O R D S A LL

to Salford Quays

1

1. Sacred Trinity
2. ECF Pocket Park & Towpath
3. SMAG / Fire Station Square
4. Peel Park
5. Crescent Meadows
6. Trinity Park
7. Mount Street Park
8. St Stephen Street Gardens
9. Islington Park
10. Pocket Park
11. Greengate Park Burial Ground

3

City Centre Salford ‘ Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhood Projects’

Context
Growth
‘New Homes, Businesses and Leisure
Opportunities’
Increasing numbers of people are living, working and spending
more leisure time in this part of the City Centre in established
neighbourhoods such as Trinity, Islington, Adelphi and Irwell
Riverside as well as the following emerging Neighbourhoods.

St. John’s
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St. John’s is Manchester’s newest City Centre neighbourhood that
will see the development by Allied London of up to 2,500 homes,
600,000 sq ft of workspace, mostly aimed at creative industries and
400,000 sq ft of leisure space.
The site was formerly the location of Granada TV Studios and
will incorporate some of the existing entertainment and studio
buildings.
The development based around three core principles of enterprise,
culture and living will feature a new £110 million theatre and arts
venue called The Factory, which is to become the permanent home
of the Manchester International Festival.

New Bailey
New Bailey together with Chapel Street forms the Central Salford
area development by English Cities Fund (ECF). When complete,
the £650 million scheme will create around 11,000 new jobs, over
2 million sq ft commercial space, 849 new homes and 390 hotel
rooms.
The first phase of development in the New Bailey Commercial
Quarter is now complete and includes Grade A office
accommodation at One New Bailey, a hotel and residential
accommodation. Other phases of development are either underway
or planned over the next 4 to 5 years.

4

Middlewood Locks
Scarborough Group are well underway with the redevelopment of
the 25 acre Middlewood Locks scheme which will see the delivery
of 2,215 new residential properties and 900,000 sq ft of commercial
space in a new and vibrant waterside neighbourhood. Phase 1
comprising 571 apartments is now complete.
Salford City Council is currently working with the developer on the
delivery of Phase 2 which will include a new 196,000 sq ft of Grade
A office building.

Greengate
Greengate is fast becoming a new residential neighborhood and
has recently seen the completion of approximately 1,000 new
homes which is anticipated to be quickly followed by up to a
further 4,000 homes as outlined in the 2018 regeneration strategy.  
This strategy focuses on the delivery of a successful and vibrant
residential community that supports culture, heritage and high
quality public space.  Greengate is also home to the recently
completed Embankment 101 providing 165,000sqft of Grade A office
accommodation as well as sister building 100 due to complete in
2020 providing a further 165,000sqft of high quality space.             

Chapel Wharf
This area, clustered around Chapel Street connects Salford’s
medieval past to its growing residential population and jobs.
Nestled between Greengate and New Bailey, at its heart is the Flat
Iron Conservation Area and Sacred Trinity Church; a landmark
since the 17th Century.   As a space, it connects iconic arches
with Salford’s riverside waterfront, Calatrava’s Trinity Bridge and
the Lowry Hotel, which remain an iconic stay in the city centre.  It
is also the location for the Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme
setting new standards for active travel in the city. As part of the
Chapel Wharf development, the area will come to life with close
to 1000 new homes, currently being constructed and due to open
2019/2020.

Growth Neighbourhoods
SALFORD

CAMBRIDGE

ADELPHI

IRWELL
RIVERSIDE

GREENGATE

UNIVERSITY
& THE CRESCENT

TRINITY

CHAPEL
WHARF

New Bailey

Salford
Central
Station

ISLINGTON

NEW
BAILEY
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SPINNINGFIELDS

MIDDLEWOOD
LOCKS

LIVERPOOL
STREET

ST. JOHN’S

MANCHESTER

REGENT
RETAIL
PARK

Greengate

St. John’s

Middlewood Locks

Chapel Wharf
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‘Investment in Public Transport’

Rail Connectivity

Salford Central Station

West Coast Main Line
to Carlisle & Scotland

East Coast Main Line
to Newcastle & Scotland

Yo rk

With the significant growth (summarised in the previous
section that is taking place in this part of the City Centre and
the completion of the Ordsall Chord (a major piece of new rail
infrastructure connecting Manchester Victoria and Piccadilly
railway stations for the first time), Salford Central Station is rapidly
becoming the most convenient rail station for people living, working
and spending leisure time in the area.  This includes Spinningfields
and the substantial new developments at St John’s in Manchester.

P resto n

Salford
Central

Wigan

Manchester
Victoria

Do n ca ster

C IT Y C ENT R E

Liverpool

Manchester
Piccadilly

Currently, Salford Central is a poor quality station facility with 2
sub-standard platforms and 3 additional railway lines not served by
platforms.

S to ckp o rt

S h eﬃ el d

Manchester
Airport

C rewe
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However, Network Rail has funding of £4 million allocated for
platform and canopy renewals on these two existing platforms at
the station. Delivery of the scheme is expected to take place during
2021.

HS2

HS2
East Coast Main Line
to London

S taﬀo rd

In addition, Transport for Greater Manchester has secured over
£20 million of Growth Deal Funding to provide 3 new operational
platforms at the station. Delivery of the scheme is expected to be
complete late in 2021.
With these improvements in place, the future public transport
potential of the station increase significantly with the ability to
connect this part of the City Centre across Greater Manchester and
the North of England as well as the ability to connect into the East
and West Coast Mainlines (including HS2 at a future date).

Hull

Leed s

Ordsall Chord (Completed December 2017
Salford Central Station
West Coast Main Line
to Birmingham

West Coast Main Line
to London

Cross City Bus Route
3
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Walkden
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A further substantial public transport investment is the £54.5m
Cross City bus package, which is aimed at improving bus travel into,
and across the City Centre via Chapel Street and New Bailey Street
and will increase passenger flows through the area.
Buses using this route stop immediately outside Salford Central
Station on New Bailey Street, thereby forming a significant public
transport hub at the heart of this growing district in the City Centre.
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Victoria
Salford
Crescent
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Walking & Cycling Distances
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Barriers to Movement
Despite the level of growth and investment in public transport there
remain a number of barriers to walking and cycling within the City
Centre.

River Irwell

The river, which forms the boundary between Salford and
Manchester, is a barrier with movement restricted to bridges. Many
of these crossings are dominated by cars with poor pedestrian
facilities and little or no cycle provision. The exception to this
being Spinningfields Bridge and Trinity Bridge but, these are both
pedestrian only bridges. Princes Bridge has been recently replaced
by Network Rail following the installation of the Ordsall Chord
and is a cycle and pedestrian bridge however, on the Salford side
the bridge lands next to Trinity Way with a substandard onward
connection.

Road
Page 26

Busy roads are difficult to cross, often with fast moving traffic
or conversely congestion both of which create unpleasant
environments for pedestrians and cyclists. A number of roads on
the Strategic Route Network cross the City Centre area, including
the Inner Relief Route (Trinity Way) which forms a major barrier
between the neighbourhoods of Irwell Riverside, Trinity, Islington
and Middlewood and the City Centre.

Junctions

In addition to the roads themselves a number of junctions, primarily
on the Strategic Route Network, pose barriers to movement. They
are tricky to navigate safely and for cyclists require a high level
of cycle confidence. It is at junctions that the most common cycle
collision types happen. The pedestrian experience is also poor at
the majority of the junctions highlighted many with sub-standard
crossing facilities and some with no facility at all.

Rail

8

The rail network also poses a barrier to walking and cycling
movements. The majority of the rail network through the City
Centre area is elevated and where there are crossings these are
often dark, damp unpleasant places. As part of the growth in the
area some connections currently closed are being renovated,
improved and brought into use as traffic free routes. There are still
a number of underpasses which whilst having a negligible impact
on the car user present undesirable links to those cycling and
especially those walking.

Barriers to Movement
KEY
City Centre Salford Study Boundary
River
Road

SALFORD

Junctions
Rail

RIVER IRWELL

Poor quality traffic free routes
Pedestrian bridge
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Salford’s Strategic Plan
The Network

Salford Central Station Walking & Cycling Distances
KEY

Salford City Council has identified the opportunity to build on the
significant growth and investment that is taking place in public
transport improvements in this part of the City Centre and develop a
truly integrated network of walking and cycling routes that connect
directly into a greatly improved public transport hub located at the
heart of this growing district at Salford Central Station.

5 minute walking distance
10 minute walking distance
5 minute cycling distance
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The City Council working alongside key stakeholders, including
Transport for Greater Manchester and development partners are
making good progress in developing this integrated network of
walking and cycling routes.
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Set down in the following pages is a summary of achievements to
date and projects that are planned to complete the network.
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To date there has been a reasonable degree of success in attracting
funding or negotiating agreements with developers to contribute
towards implementing this network.  However, the City Council
needs additional funding to complete this network and is seeking
this from the Greater Manchester Mayors Cycling and Walking
Challenge Fund.
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Proposed Network
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Two further projects are planned to complete the gateway scheme,
which will require funding support from MCF : -

New Bailey Gateway
The project is centred on the emerging new business district and Salford
Central Station. Associated with the development, a series of interlinked new
spaces and pedestrian/cycle routes will be provided through the area. This
will include opening up railway arches to create new routes through what is
currently a significant barrier to movement.
In March 2018, the City Council in partnership with ECF completed a first
phase of New Bailey Gateway. This project has created wider pavements
for pedestrians and will ultimately restrict the movement of motor cars and
improve ‘Cross City’ bus movements through the ‘Quality Bus Corridor’.
A ‘Quiet Streets’ project on Bloom Street has recently commenced on site,
which will provide an improved cycling and pedestrian route connecting New
Bailey Gateway with the Trinity Neighbourhood.

1
•

Chapel Street / Trinity Way
Chapel Street/Trinity Way, which will assist cycle and pedestrian movements
across this busy junction on the Inner Relief Route.

• The scheme will be based on the outcomes of traffic modelling that has
recently been undertaken by the HFAS team at Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM).  The traffic modelling work was essential to establish
parameters, as the scheme will involve changes at this significant highway
junction. The scheme will provide a safe transition for cyclists between Chapel
Street and Chapel Street Street East, whilst achieving a sensible balance
with the competing demands of maintaining traffic flows along the Inner
Relief Route,  facilitating bus movements along the Quality Bus Corridor and
providing improved crossing facilitities for pedestrians.
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• Designs for the phase 2 scheme are yet to be developed fully in consultation
with a range of stakeholders.  However, the results of the traffic modelling
work are showing that restricting turns at the junction and closing the access
from St Stephens Street to Chapel Street will reduce vehicle movements on
Chapel Street. In addition, restricting turning movements at the junction will
create more space to develop improved pedestrian crossing facilities.

2

Gore Street

Gore Street, which will integrate with adjacent developments and support opening
up railway arches to create new pedestrian routes through what is currently a
significant barrier to movement.
The scheme would include: • Creating improved footways for pedestrians
• Providing a raised table/pedestrian crossing that would connect directly into
the public realm at Gore Street and the soon to be created, pedestrian route
through the railway arches and onwards into the public realm at New Bailey.
• Junction improvements to allow two way traffic access between Gore Street
and Trinity Way.  This would have the benefit of limiting vehicular movements
into New Bailey Street and focussing traffic movements to Trinity Way.
New Bailey Gateway Phase 1
12

Gore Street Railway Arch
Refurbishment

New Bailey Commercial Quarter

New Bailey Residential Quarter

A6 Corridor:
Chapel Street East

Bee Network Route 1b

Improved connections
through refurbished
railway arches
Str
eet

Salford Central Station

Trinity Way

Middlewood Locks

Gore Street

Bloom Street Quiet Street
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Chapel Street / Trinity Way cycling
and walking improvements
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Aerial View of Chapel Street / Trinity Way and Gore Street illustrating connections into Bee Network

Gore Street New Pedestrian Route
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Chapel Street Corridor
Chapel Street is the key corridor connecting into New Bailey
Gateway from Salford University and the Crescent to the West and
Greengate to the East.
The concept of ‘traffic calming’ Chapel Street was developed over
a decade ago by Central Salford Urban Regeneration Company. At
the time, funding was secured to implement a first phase of works
on Chapel Street and associated measures aimed at encouraging
motorists to use the Inner Relief Route.
The context of Chapel Street in relation to the overall A6 Corridor is
illustrated on the plan on pages 16 & 17.

Chapel Street East Phase 1
Page 32

Designs have now been developed for Chapel Street East and
funding for a Phase 1 scheme has been agreed through the
‘Greater Manchester Mayor’s Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund’
(subject to approval of the business case).  Delivery is planned for
later this year and the project will limit road space and create wider
pavements for pedestrians as well as providing segregated cycle
terraces.

Chapel Street

Chapel Street East Phase 1 Visualisation
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CHAPEL STREET EAST

DEVELOPED DESIGN PROPOSALS

SACRED TRINITY PUBLIC REALM

SACRED TRINITY
CHURCH

N

Street Furniture
The proposed palette of street furniture is designed for dual functionality. To reduce the need for bollards the
various elements will be strategically positioned to act as vehicular deterrents. In addition to the examples below
bins and bollards will also be utilised. All furniture choices are to be agreed with Highways and Environment
teams.

Key
Cycle Terrace
Carriageway
Bitmac Pavement
Porphyry paving
SuDS planting
Existing Tree
Proposed Tree

CAXTON HALL

Buildings

Sandstone seating blocks

Proposed Developments
Natural stone tactiles
Cycle Stand

Bespoke Tree Grilles

Sandstone seating blocks to compliment seating at

Bespoke tree grilles to be developed, these combined with feature paving could

Greengate Square. To be utilised in both singular
block form and seating benches.

help animate the street with nods to Chapel Street’s rich social history.
Image: Goose Green, Altrincham

Image: Greengate Square

Seating
Lighting Wand
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Part of the Flat Iron conservation area, Bury Street links Caxton Hall
with Sacred Trinity creating public realm opportunities. The local
area is enhanced through an uplift of materials, reallocation of space
in favour of pedestrians and cyclists. Vehicular access to Bury Street
is maintained from Chapel Street, where on street parking including
disabled bays will be provided. Tree planting and street furniture
further enhance and define the space as well as aiding in the control of

Lighting
Street lighting columns to match Chapel Street, as a general rule columns to be located to the back of pavement. Shuffle Lighting
columns utilised under the railway and Sacred Trinity Public Realm. Units can be integrated with features such as WLAN, Loudspeaker
and electric vehicle charging point as well as additional lighting units.
Image: Toulouse, France and Chapel Street looking towards Salford Cathedral

vehicle movements.

Materials

Cycle stands

Litter bins

Shoreditch Cycle stands in stainless steel, similar
in style to the more commonly seen Sheffield Stand.
13no included accross the scheme.
Image: Shoreditch, London

Paving

Kerbs

SuDS and tree planting

Zenith Litter Bin, although shown here
in stainless steel alternative finishes are
avaiable including powder coating to any
RAL colour.
Image: Furnitubes

Artworks + interpretation

Porphyry natural stone paving as enhanced
treatment at continuous crossings and to the

Inritbanden kerbs as used in the Netherlands at
junctions and access driveways.

A variety of street tree species will be selected with an emphasis being on
species best placed to deliver air quality benefits. SuDS planting similar to

In ground artworks with potential to introduce interpretation, these interventions
would be focussed to Sacred Trinity Public Realm area.

Sacred Trinity Public Realm area. Variety of paving
sizes used.
Images: New Bailey paving and example setts

Images: Various locations, The Netherlands

mixes used in Sheffield (pictured above) will be planted to absorb and cleance
surface water run-off.
Images: Leonard Circus, Hackney and Grey to Green, Sheffield

Images: A Record of Lancaster, Lancaster and Bronze leaves, Inverness

Project: Chapel Street East
Client: Salford City Council
Drawing: Chapel Street East Design Proposals
Drawing No: 008421-UVP-GEN-XX-ML-L-0003

Drawn: AM
Checked: ML/PR
Approved: PC
Date: 12-02-2019
Issue/Revision: S4 - P06
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Chapel Street in the context of the A6 Corridor

Little Hulton + Walkden
L i n ny s ha w Lo
o pl i n e

Existing:
• Intermittent painted cycle lanes
• Central hatching
• Right turn pockets
• No bus priority
Aspiration:
• Bus priority
• Safe cycling infrastructure
Next Steps:
• Commission traffic modelling to
test options

M oorside
Station
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Walkden Town Centre

Walkden
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Traffic Free Network
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Traffic free network enables
residents to avoid busy roads for
some journeys

The Crescent
Bolton Road, Irlams o’ th’ Height

Existing:
• 20mph + traffic calming
• intermittent cycle lanes

Existing:
• Shared use footway on north side

Swinton
Station
A6

66

Swinton Town Centre

Aspiration:
• Narrow carriageway + remove bus
stop lay-bys to create bi-directional
cycle track with bus stop bypasses
Next Steps:
• TfGM SBNI Team currently
exploring this as a reserve scheme

Existing:
• Shared use subways + paths
through roundabout
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Existing:
• Intermittent cycle lanes
• On street parking
• Very wide carriageway in places
• Narrow footways in places

Next Steps:
• Traffic modelling and corridor
study underway
• MCF bid to be submitted later this
year

Next Steps:
• Develop proposals for Metrolink
extension including plans for The Crescent

Proposed:
• Roundabout subways + paths to
be refurbished through SBNI
scheme including lighting,
landscaping and barrier removal

Chapel Street East
Proposals:
• Segregated cycle tracks +
protection at junctions
• Green infrastructure and SuDs
Refer to proposals on following
pages

University of Salford

Swinton

Aspiration:
• Bus priority
• Safe cycling infrastructure

Aspiration:
• Extend Metrolink from MediaCityUK to
Salford Crescent + Manchester City Centre
• Close The Crescent to general traffic
• Protected cycle tracks

Pendleton Roundabout (SBNI)
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Irlams o’ th’ Height Roundabout

City Centre

Pendleton Town Centre

Existing:
• Shared use subways through
roundabout
• Shared use footway around
western side of roundabout

Salford Cycleway Phase 1

Broad Street

Aspiration:
• Provide higher level of service for
pedestrians and cyclists

Existing:
• Shared use paths, quietways, crossings +
subways provide safe alternative route to
Broad Street

Existing:
• Wide, busy, multi-lane road
• No cycling facilities

Next Steps:
• Commission UTC to undertake
feasibility study

S alford
Central
Station

Chapel Street

Aspiration:
• Enhance route by removing one traffic lane
west of Pendleton Roundabout to create
footway level cycle tracks
Next Steps:
•Traffic modelling and feasibility study

Existing:
• 20mph + traffic calming
• Shared bus + cycle lanes
• High quality public realm

Proposed:
• Protected junction to be created at
Broad Street/Frederick Road through
SBNI/MCF

Aspiration:
• Extend Metrolink from MediaCityUK to
Salford Crescent + Manchester City Centre
• Close Chapel Street to general traffic
• Protected cycle tracks

Next Steps:
• Design underway for protected junctions
with Albion Way, Cross Lane and cycle
tracks to Frederick Road and The Crescent

Next Steps:
• Develop proposals for Metrolink
extension including plans for Chapel
Street
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Chapel Street East Phase 2

Similar principles of improvements to pedestrian and cycle movement
will be applied to the Phase 2 scheme based on the outcomes of traffic
modelling that has recently been undertaken by the HFAS team at
Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM).  The traffic modelling work
was essential to establish parameters, as the scheme will involve
possible changes at significant highway junctions and would need to
integrate with what is planned across the wider City Centre network in
Manchester.
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Designs for the Phase 2 scheme are yet to be developed fully in
consultation with a range of stakeholders.  However, the results of the
traffic modelling work are showing that a one way traffic gyratory can be
implemented utilising Blackfriars Street and Victoria Bridge Street.
This approach would free up space to create two way segregated cycle
lanes on Blackfriars Street, allowing a cycle network to be developed
which would connect Manchester City Centre with the Chapel Street East
Phase 1 scheme in both directions. Direct cycle connections would also
be made into the Broughton Cycle corridor along Blackfriars Road.
As an integral part of this approach, an improved route for pedestrians
and cyclists can be created in to Greengate along Gravel Lane beneath
the railway viaducts, with the road potentially closed to vehicles.  
Adopting this approach would also provide the opportunity to create a
pedestrian crossing on Blackfriars Road, allowing pedestrians to safely
move between Greengate, through Sacred Trinity and onwards to Chapel
Wharf, New Bailey and the wider City Centre.
Narrowing the remaining section of Chapel Street East and Victoria
Bridge Street in a similar way to New Bailey Gateway would create a
traffic calmed environment for cyclists and wider, safer footways for
pedestrians.
One further option also being considered is to introduce a two way
bus gate on Victoria Street, however this would require significant
consultation with key stakeholders such as Manchester City Council,
TfGM, bus operators etc.
Funding is being sought from MCF for phase 2 of Chapel Street East.
Precident Images
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Chapel Street East Phase 1

Designs have now been developed for Chapel Street
East and funding for a Phase 1 scheme has been agreed
through the ‘Greater Manchester Mayor’s Cycling and
Walking Challenge Fund’ (subject to approval of the
business case).

New Bailey Gateway Phase 2

Chapel Street Junction currently in
design in consultation with TfGM

S t re e t
Chapel
IS
TAX
IS
TAX

New Bailey Gateway Phase 1
Completed March 2018

MCF TRANCHE 5 PROJECT 2
Gore Street
Currently in design in consultation with TfGM.

New Bailey Gateway Phase 2
Bus gate
Currently in Design / Consultation
with Manchester City Council

Crown Copyright and database rights 2019 Ordnance Survey 100019737
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Broughton Cycleway Enhancements

The Broughton Cycleway was delivered as part of Greater
Manchester’s Cycle City Ambition programme and opened in
early 2016. Running along Great Clowes Street and Blackfriars
Road it forms a key strategic link from the north across the
River Irwell and into Manchester City Centre and Chapel Street.
The route has the potential to connect to Bury’s priority cycle
route on Bury New Road.
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• Changes to junctions and side roads to give cyclists more 		
protection
• Creation of bus stop bypasses/boarders
• Review of parking arrangements near shops and measures
to prevent drivers parking on the cycle tracks
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• Amendments to the light segregation to create a wider 		
cycle lane and to enable easier maintenance
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A number of lessons have been learned from the scheme and a
number of enhancements are proposed, informed by feedback
from regular users and a stage 4 road safety audit.
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The scheme comprises cycle lanes that are separated from the
rest of the carriageway by a series of bolt-down segregation
features. At the time, it was the longest light segregation
scheme in the UK and demonstrated it is possible to reallocate road space to cyclists at a fraction of the cost of fullkerb segregation.
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Whether you’re on the daily commute,
nipping to the shops or enjoying a family day
out, Greater Manchester’s Cycleways
are an ideal way to travel.

for you to explore across
Greater Manchester.

rd
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Ol

and, with six new cycleways to explore,
there’s never been a better time to get on
your bike.

Point of interest
* cycle time is based on 4 minutes per km travel rate (15kph)
and rounded to nearest 5 minutes

School

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2013
© Transport for Greater Manchester 2014 14-1229-142604

Middlewood Loop
One significant area of growth in this part of the City Centre is the
triangular cluster of development that is taking place on either
side of the River Irwell, comprising St. John’s, New Bailey and
Middlewood Locks.
Salford City Council has been working alongside ECF at New Bailey
and Scarborough Developments at Middlewood Locks to develop
a new walking and cycling route to the South West of City Centre
Salford (Middlewood Loop) through a series of interconnected
spaces including riverside and canal side routes and pocket parks.
This new route would ultimately provide: • Improved connectivity between the growing cultural and arts
destinations in this part of the City Centre including the Factory,
Museum of Science and Industry, Islington Mill and Salford
Museum and Art Gallery.
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• Improved access to Irwell River Park and potential future Water
Taxi’s and leisure cruises between the Quays and the City 		
Centre.
• Improved access to the largest area of green space in the City
Centre at the Meadows and Peel Park.
• Improved connectivity between the 3 City Centre University
Campuses of Salford, Manchester and Manchester Metropolitan.
• Improved connectivity in to NCN Route 6.
• Improved connectivity to the Salford Central Station public
transport hub.
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5

St John’s to New Bailey Bridge

The major constraint to completing the Middlewood Loop is
the River Irwell, which currently forms a barrier between
these three emerging neighbourhoods, and limits the true
regeneration and economic potential of the area.
Salford City Council (supported by Manchester City Council
and their respective development partners) has identified the
need for a major intervention in the form of a new pedestrian/
cycle bridge at this location. This would bring many benefits
to the City Centre through creating improved connections to
employment, leisure opportunities, homes and key transport
nodes.
Funding is therefore being sought from MCF to provide a new
pedestrian/cycle bridge in this location which would provide: -
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• Better access for pedestrians between key transport nodes
and employment, leisure opportunities and residential
developments.
• An improved quality of public realm and environment that
knits together the various investment and development
schemes in the area.
• Reduction in City Centre congestion by making public
transport and active travel more attractive choices than
reliance on the private car.
• Supporting investment into the area by ensuring that the
increased numbers of people flowing through the area can
be safely accommodated on improved routes.
• Improved health and well-being

22

A concept design has been developed and the proposed bridge
will span 60m across the River Irwell, landing to meet active
commercial, residential and events spaces and feed into proposed
extensions to the walking and cycling networks on both Salford
and Manchester banks. The form of the bridge is expressive of its
relationship to the river, forthcoming new communities and the line
of convergence between the two cities. The non-segregated deck
starts at 3.5m and widens to 4.75m at the point of crossing between
Salford and Manchester, creating a moment for pedestrians to
step aside and take in their surroundings. This widest point is
balanced by the off-centre apex of the truss, which frames views
across the river and tilts away from the deck offering an open view
to the sky. The bridge is composed of weathering steel members
and perforated plate, which contributes both lifetime cost and
maintenance benefits and relates sensitively to the context and
historical fabric of the area.
The structure takes the form of a steel deck, which cantilevers from
a dominant spine truss spanning the river; steel plates welded to
the deck and truss act as a stressed skin adding stiffness. This
has led to a hybrid structural design that is elegant and unique,
yet efficient and honest in its appearance and performance. The
structure has been tested in a 3D model environment and the early
stage concept design, with initial member sizes and weight, has
been discussed with a fabricator to understand cost, fabrication
and installation parameters. The bridge would initially be fabricated
off site, then transported to site to be welded on location and
craned into place weighing in the region of 200 - 225 tonnes. Due
to the physical site constraints and timing of multiple adjacent
construction works, there is a limited window of opportunity
to utilise the river banks for installation; the window has been
identified as between September 2020 and prior to construction of
the Allied residential Tower One (TBC).
Through thorough investigation, consultation and iteration the
proposed bridge location and design offers a robust proposal for a
pedestrian and cycle link that would be a valuable asset to existing
and new residents and visitors to the area, embedding itself as both
a key connection, an iconic structure and high quality addition to
the public realm.
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The wider New Bailey and St John’s masterplans directly on
the river banks will provide approximately 3000 new dwellings
and a new cultural venue attracting visitors daily. The bridge
is a link between these new neighbourhoods, creating
opportunities to meet, visit and interact for people living in, and
visiting, the area – allowing it to grow as one community across
the river.
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With the development planned for the New Bailey area, it is
anticipated that the population within a 10min catchment area
of the bridge will grow from approximately 11,000 to 29,000.
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1400+
new dwellings
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A number of iterations for the rhythm of the truss were tested,
varying the rake and centre distance of the vertical members.
This was undertaken in conjunction with testing by Civic
Engineers to determine the most efficient solution for the
aesthetic ambition of the bridge.
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5.4 Concept development
5.4.5 Developing the language of the truss
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St John’s to New Bailey Bridge - View from Salford Riverside looking towards new Pocket Park
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St John’s to New Bailey Bridge - View towards ‘The Factory’ Arts Development
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Irwell River Park
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Once completed, St John’s to New Bailey Bridge would also connect
directly into Irwell River Park through planned new riverside routes
and spaces on either side of the river.
Manchester City Council together with Allied London are proposing
a new riverside route and public spaces associated with the
St John’s and Factory Arts Centre development with onward
connections to Spinningfields and Castlefields.
Salford City Council and ECF are currently working together
developing proposals for a new pocket park and riverside route
associated with the New Bailey residential development. This will
connect into the new public space created by Network Rail beneath
the Ordsall Chord and onwards to Salford Quays.  However, a short
section of the riverside route between the Ordsall Chord and Trinity
Way Bridge is in poor condition and needs improving to make it safe
for public access.
Salford City Council is seeking funding support from MCF to
improve this length of riverside path. Once improved there will be
a continuous riverside route in place between the City Centre and
Salford Quays.

6

Ordsall Chord Riverside Connection

The improvements would include: • Repairing the wall adjacent the river to help stabilise the
path
• Resurfacing the route with an in-situ concrete finish,
capable of withstanding periodic flooding of the river at this
location.
• Providing a new handrail and lighting for public safety.
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View along new riverside connection

7

Oldfield Road Corridor

The Oldfield Road Corridor plan is an integral part of
Middlewood Loop creating improved cycling and walking
connections to the University of Salford and the largest area of
Greenspace in the City Centre at the Meadows and Peel Park.
The corridor will also provide new cycling connections in to
the Liverpool Street/Middlewood Street cycle corridor (NCN
route 55), which are being funded through a combination of
Growth Deal, MCF and Manchester Salford Inner Relief Route
improvements.
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A short section of the plan has already been delivered at
Carpino Place, as an integral part of the adjacent development,
which has included improved footways for pedestrians, a
segregated section of cycleway, green infrastructure and
sustainable urban drainage.
Salford City Council is seeking support from MCF to implement
the remainder of the corridor scheme. The project would
extend between Regent Road and the Ordsall Filtered
Neighbourhood Scheme (which has recently received
programme entry approval from MCF) in the west to Chapel
street in the east.
Treatment of the corridor, wherever feasible would be similar
to the scheme already delivered at Carpino Place.

Carpino Place
27
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5.16 MASTERPLAN >>

Greengate
Greengate was once dominated by surface level car parks serving Manchester
City Centre on land where industry once stood. This is now changing rapidly
with the significant development that is taking place. Alongside this growth,
improved connectivity for pedestrians moving between Manchester City Centre
and Greengate has been established. This includes the construction of a new
footbridge connecting Manchester Cathedral with Greengate Square and an
onward pedestrian link into central Greengate. Disused railway viaducts are
also being demolished to create new inter-connecting public spaces throughout
the area.
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Proposals to extend this network of inter-connecting public spaces, walking
and cycle routes is currently being developed alongside developers who
are working in the area. These include a new park to be located on Gravel
Lane with the potential to develop a new pedestrian and cycle friendly route
connecting into Chapel Street East at Sacred Trinity.  A new square will be
developed around the former location of the Market Cross. In addition, a new
boulevard will connect the historic core of Greengate with Collier Street Baths
and cultural assets of The Eagle Inn and Blueprint Studios.
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Visual: Greengate Masterplan
5.11 VISUALS: MARKET CROSS >>

Greengate is enclosed to the South and East by a loop in the River Irwell.
Proposals are in place to develop new linkages to the River Irwell alongside
improvements to river side walking and cycling routes.
Throughout the area, plans are in place to calm and improve streets, including
a safer route crossing New Bridge Street. A safer crossing of Trinity Way at
Springfield Lane will also be developed.
Visual: Market Cross
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5.7 VISUALS: GREENGATE PARK PHASE 2 >>

34

Visual: Greengate Park Phase 2
28

5.1 CONCEPT: GREENGATE PARK PHASE 2; MARKET CROSS & GREENGATE BOULEVARD >>
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT >>

TRINITY WAY UNDERPASS

The proposals respond to key
elements that have been identified
within the Greengate Regeneration
Strategy:

SPRINGFIELD LANE JUNC-

MARKET CROSS

•

Continuing to deliver a
mix of uses, including new
homes, workplaces, cultural
opportunities, retailing and
leisure and ensuring ground
floor uses contribute to active
frontages;

•

Securing a high density of
development appropriate to
the area’s central location,
helping to provide a vibrant
atmosphere;

•

Respecting and taking full
advantage of the area’s
historic significance and
heritage assets, including the
historic market cross area,
river frontage viaducts and
historic street pattern to
create a distinctive and
attractive area;

•

Increasing the proportion of
trips made by public
transport, by cycling and on
foot and to reduce the
proportion made by car

GREENGATE BOULEVARD
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GREENGATE PARK PHASE 1

GREENGATE SQUARE
GREENGATE PARK PHASE 2

27
Concept: Greengate Park Phase 2, Market Cross & Greengate Boulevard
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8

Salford City Centre Bee Network

The Bee Network proposed creates an interconnected walking
and cycling network, linking trip generators, providing routes
across the River Irwell, negotiating railway infrastructure and
connecting neighbourhoods old and new. The resultant density
of the network is representative of the area being part of the
expanding regional centre. Primary interventions include
crossings, modal filters and minor highway realignments. The
resultant network provides:
• Connections through local neighbourhoods to key local
destinations including schools, shops, and medical centres;
• Links to public transport at Salford Central Station and the
key bus corridor at Chapel Street and New Bailey Street;
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• Quiet streets, giving the residents back their streets by
preventing through traffic and rat-running.  These streets
provide a quieter alternative to the corridors that are being
developed as an integral part of the Bee Network. The
quiet street part of the network also provides a cleaner air
alternative to the main corridors;
• A network that links up existing and proposed green spaces
and public squares as well as creating green routes through
the introduction of green infrastructure. Sustainable urban
drainage systems(SuDS) will also be incorporated where
possible to aid a more sustainable approach to urban
drainage;

Aerial View of Bee Network Route 3 Connection Cleminson Street to Bloom Street

• Routes have the potential to be animated through art and
the introduction of play;
• The opportunity to review and introduce TRO’s to prevent
problem parking by commuters to the City Centre and
students from the University of Salford;
• Connections to key cultural destinations that are on the
network;
• Connections into new and emerging neighbourhoods in
Salford as well as Manchester City Centre providing access
to employment and leisure opportunities for existing
residents.
Precedent images for the Bee Network
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Refurbishment of Islington Park as part of Bee
Network C1
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11. Chesters Brewery / Deva Centre
12. Blackfriars Pub
13. Real Tennis Club
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1. Salford Museum & Art Gallery
2. Peel Building
3. Working Class Movement Library
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Scheme Costs
This scheme forms an integral part of a strategic plan for City
Centre Salford, aimed at promoting less reliance on the motor
car and encouraging people to move through the area by cycling,
walking and using public transport, estimated to cost over £78
million.
The City Council has been working closely with partners to
implement this integrated network and once complete developers
will have invested in excess of £33 million in the creation of new
interconnected walking and cycling routes, public realm, green
spaces and opening up railway arches for public access. In addition,
planning contributions through S106 agreements, by developers in
the Greengate area will contribute in excess of a further £5 million
towards delivering this integrated network.
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Salford City Council is already heavily committed to delivering this
plan and has already invested over £1.5 million of its own capital
programme funding in developing and implementing projects that
contribute towards the network.
The Council has also secured a combination of Growth Deal funding
(over £4.5 million) and the Mayor’s Cycling & Walking Challenge
Fund (MCF) (almost £6 million), including match towards delivering
projects that form an integral part of the network.
To complete the ‘City Centre Active Centres, Corridors and
Neighbourhood Project’ the City Council has a funding gap and
is seeking £23,104,961 support from MCF towards the projects
identified in this document.
The funding gap has arisen as there is insufficient funding (taking
into account developer investment, S106, City Council funding and
other external funding sources) to complete the integrated network
of walking and cycling routes in City Centre Salford described in
this document.
Salford City Council has identified a direct match contribution of
£5,059,948 that can be made towards completing the scheme, in
addition to the £50 million investment identified above.
A summary of funding is also included in the table opposite.
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Summary of Costs & Funding
MCF Tranche 5 Funding Submission
Direct Match Funding

£5,059,948.04

MCF Funding requirement

£23,104,960.54
Total scheme cost

£28,164,908.58

Added Value
Developer contributions

£33,132,394.00

City Council expenditure

£1,547,543.57

Growth Deal including match

£4,500,000.00

MCF including match

£5,604,631.00

Greengate S 106 contributions

£5,563,184.66
Total added value

£50,347,753.23

Delivery Programme
City Centre Salford, Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods is a strategic approach to promoting less reliance on the motor car and  delivering a truly integrated network of
walking and cycling routes in the area linked to public transport. As such, the project comprises a series of independent but interconnected schemes that will be delivered to different
timescales. See programme below.

City Centre Salford

Active Centres,Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project

Anticipated Delivery Timescales

2019/20
Project Reference Project Title
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1

Chapel Street/Trinity Way Junction Improvements for Pedestrians & Cyclists

2

Gore Street Connection

3

Chapel Street East Phase 2

4

Broughton Cycleway Enhancements

5

St John's to New Bailey Pedestrian & Cycling Bridge

6

Ordsall Chord Riverside Connection

7

Oldfield Road Corridor Walking and Cycling Enhancements

8

Salford City Centre Bee Network

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Bee Network 1 ‐ Adelphi Bridge to Middlewood Locks and St John's (NCN Route 6)
Bee Network 1c ‐ East Ordsall Lane to Cleminson Street

◊
◊
◊
◊

Bee Network 2 ‐ Adelphi Wharf to Irwell River Park
Bee Network 3 ‐ Timekeepers Square to Salford Central Station
Bee Network 4 ‐ Irwell River Park to Greengate
Bee Network 5 ‐Springfield Lane to Sacred Trinity
Initiate Project
Appoint Designer
Design

Q1

◊

◊

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

Q2

Q3

◊

○

Q4

Q1

Financial Year
2020/21
Q2
Q3

2021/22
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

○
◊

○

○

◊
○

Procurement
Construction
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Agenda Item 3b
Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
TO THE CITY MAYOR
AT PROPERTY & REGENERATION BOARD FOR DECISION
ON
22nd February 2021
CITY CENTRE SALFORD
‘CHAPEL STREET EAST PHASE 1’
GM MAYOR’S CHALLENGE FUND FOR WALKING & CYCLING (MCF)

RECOMMENDATIONS:
That City Mayor approves:
a.

Proposals for the Chapel Street East Phase 1 Mayor’s Challenge Fund
scheme. The details of which can be found in Section 2 and as shown on the
latest General Arrangement drawing in Appendix 1;

b.

The proposed allocation of Section 106 contributions totalling £305,720 and
local third-party contributions totalling £190,000 as Council match funding
towards the Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme;

c.

That the scheme should be procured in accordance with the Council’s
Contractual Standing Orders through an existing Framework using the
proposed procurement route set out in this report;

d.

The delegation of authority to the Strategic Director Place, in consultation with
the S151 officer, to submit the Full Business Case (FBC) to the Greater
Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) for review; and

e.

The delegation of authority to the Strategic Director Place, in consultation with
the S151 officer, to draft and approve the Grant Funding Agreement (GFA)
between Salford City Council, Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and
the GMCA.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
A Tranche 1 funding submission was made to the Mayor’s Challenge Fund (MCF) to
develop proposals for a walking and cycling route on Chapel Street, between New
Bailey Street and Blackfriars Street. In July 2018, Chapel Street East Phase 1 gained
programme entry to the MCF which resulted in the award of project development
funding to progress the design and business case.
The purpose of this report is to seek approval from the City Mayor for the updated
proposals for the scheme and for the scheme to be procured in accordance with the
Council’s Contractual Standing Orders through an existing Framework using the
proposed procurement route set out in this report.
The report also seeks authority from the City Mayor for the proposed allocation of
specific Section 106 contributions already received totalling £305,720 and local thirdparty contributions totalling £190,000 as Council match funding towards the MCF
funded scheme. Further details of the current position regarding specific S106
contributions for city centre MCF schemes can also be found in the Property &
Regeneration Board public agenda item of 22nd February for the ‘Active Centres,
Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’.
Approval from the City Mayor is also sought for:
-

Submission of the Full Business Case, in consultation with the S151 officer, to
the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) for review once the tender
process has completed; and

-

The drafting and approval of the Grant Funding Agreement (GFA) between
Salford City Council, Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and the GMCA.
This is to be completed following the outcomes of the business case review by
GMCA.

Prior to this briefing, this report was presented to the Lead Member for Planning &
Sustainable development on 12th January 2021. The scheme, and proposed
approach for progressing the scheme, were supported at the meeting and it was
agreed that the report could be taken forward to City Mayor for briefing and then
decision. The scheme was presented to the City Mayor at Property & Regeneration
Board for briefing on 8th February 2021 with agreement that the scheme should be
presented at Property & Regeneration Board for decision on 22nd February 2021.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:
-

Salford City Council websites’ Mayor’s Cycling and Walking Challenge Fund
home page: https://www.salford.gov.uk/parking-roads-and-travel/cycling-andwalking/mayor-s-cycling-and-walking-challenge-fund/.
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-

Chapel Street East Phase 1 Progress Update and Public Consultation. Briefing
report of Head of Highways and Infrastructure to Lead Member for Planning &
Sustainable Development (18th June 2019).

-

Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development briefing 12th January
2021. City Centre Salford ‘Chapel Street East Phase 1’ GM Mayor’s Challenge
Fund For Walking & Cycling (MCF).

-

Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development briefing 12th January
2021. City Centre Salford ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’.
GM Mayors’ Challenge Fund for Walking & Cycling (MCF). Section 106 match
funding contributions.

-

Appendix 2: City Centre Salford ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods
Project’. Tranche 5 Funding Submission to the Greater Manchester Mayor’s
Cycling & Walking Challenge Fund. 5th April 2019.

KEY DECISION:

Yes

DETAILS:
1.

Introduction and Background

Chapel Street, one of Salford’s oldest streets, is the key corridor connecting the
University of Salford and the Crescent to the west, and Greengate to the east. It is an
important element of the transport network and central component and driver of
regeneration in the area.
Chapel Street plays an important role in both serving local access and supporting
connectivity into and out of the city centre. This includes its role as a public transport
corridor and as a corridor in the walking and cycle network as identified through the
development of Salford’s Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP).
Chapel Street was subsequently identified as a key link in the Bee Network and is
central to the ambitions for sustainable connectivity in city centre Salford.
In May 2018, it was announced that between 2018 and 2022, £160m of funding would
be made available from the Transforming Cities Fund to encourage more people to
cycle and walk more often in Greater Manchester. Through the Mayor’s Challenge
Fund (MCF) Chapel Street East Phase 1 gained programme entry in July 2018 with a
successful Tranche 1 application.
The location of the Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme, and its place within plans for
a fully integrated walking and cycling network, is highlighted in the City Centre Salford
‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods Project’ document in Appendix 2. This
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was produced in support of a Tranche 5 bid to the MCF and illustrates the scheme’s
potential to provide an early phase of plans to completely transform the Chapel Street
corridor.
Preliminary design work was undertaken to support the public consultation for the
scheme in Summer 2019. Feedback from consultation and further investigation of site
conditions has informed the detailed design process which is due to complete in
February 2021.
As an interim measure, implemented as part of the DfT’s Emergency Active Travel
Fund Tranche 1 programme, cycle lanes with light segregation features (cycle lane
delineators and reflective bollards) have been installed to separate cyclists from
general traffic and to improve safety along a stretch of Chapel Street between Trinity
Way and Victoria Bridge Street.
A further scheme, Chapel Street East Phase 2, has also been successful in gaining
programme entry through Tranche 5 of the MCF programme. If successful in gaining
full funding this would support further improvements along the Chapel Street corridor.
2.

Project Details

Chapel Street East Phase 1 looks to transform a section of Chapel Street on the Bee
Network between New Bailey Street and Blackfriars Street. It is designed to reduce the
dominance of general traffic and provide direct and safe routes for pedestrians and
cyclists accessing the city centre through provision of new cycle facilities and
enhanced crossing provision. Public realm improvements are also proposed which will
support the wider regeneration of central Salford and provide an attractive gateway
into the city centre.
The original concept design identified that there was sufficient width along the corridor
to maintain the existing motor vehicle lanes to a minimum lane width and also provide
facilities for pedestrians and cyclists. Reflecting the high profile and busy city centre
location, and the requirements or MCF funding, a high-quality specification has been
chosen.
The scheme uses a ‘complete streets’ approach to rebalance the space in favour of
pedestrians and cyclists whilst catering for buses, general traffic and loading. The
proposals include:
-

continuous cycle tracks and footways giving pedestrians and cyclists clear
priority over side roads;
improved crossing points;
high quality public realm; and
landscaping and sustainable urban drainage systems (SuDS).

A copy of the General Arrangement drawing can be found in Appendix 1. The project
once completed will:
-

Establish high quality walking and cycle links on a key section of the city centre
and Bee Network as evidenced through network planning and stakeholder
engagement carried out for Salford’s LCWIP;
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-

-

-

Address severance and barriers to walking and cycling that may currently
discourage travel by active modes and enable mode shift from private car;
Embed sustainable city centre infrastructure that complements emerging plans
for the city centre that hope to achieve a stronger role for walking and cycling;
Complement the regeneration and long-term economic growth opportunities for
Chapel Street and City Centre Salford both through connectivity and place
making;
Improving quality of life through promotion of sustainable, healthy and
connected communities where sustainable travel provides the mode of choice
for local trips and access to public transport; and
Enhancing the environment both through a greener and more attractive street
scene and through supporting cleaner air though mode transfer.

The inclusion of continuous footways at side roads is an integral part of the Chapel
Street East Phase 1 Mayor’s Challenge Fund scheme. Following an internal design
workshop (November 2019), it was agreed that as a result of the potential long-term
maintenance implications, alternative options to natural stone paving should be
considered at side roads. A number of options were reviewed and an imprinted asphalt
solution was identified as the preferred approach.
A further change since the original consultation is the proposed stopping up of Bury
Street at its junction with Chapel Street, subject to completion of road safety
assessment, consultation and detailed design. The revised layout at Bury Street
replaces the previous proposal for a continuous footway approach with the creation
of an extended area of public realm adjacent to Sacred Trinity Church. The stopping
up will also support reductions in rat running via Bury Street and reduce delays
caused by vehicles turning onto Chapel Street from Bury Street.
3.

Consultation

The Lead Member for Planning & Sustainable Development and the Executive Support
Member for Transport were briefed on the proposals prior to consultation. The Local
Councillors for Ordsall Ward were also consulted on the proposals in advance of the
consultation period.
Salford City Council worked with Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) to deliver
a three-week consultation on the proposed scheme, which ran from 20th June to the
11th July 2019. The consultation process took the following form:
-

A public consultation event at Sacred Trinity Church on Chapel Street including
use of a virtual reality bike;
Circulation of a consultation leaflet to residents and businesses in the area
affected by the scheme;
Consultation with local ward members;
Promotion through Salford City Council and Transport for Greater Manchester’s
websites;
Discussions with local businesses and stakeholders; and
Engagement with disability groups including production of tactile (textured)
drawings.
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The majority of responses received during the consultation period have been positive
and supportive of the proposals. A summary of the consultation responses is included
in Appendix 3.
4.

Estimated Project Costs

The estimated total cost for the project is £4.8m. This includes £0.43m for project
development costs, and £4.4m (latest estimate) for the delivery of the scheme. This
includes construction costs, management cost, scheme promotion and allowances for
risk.
5.

Procurement Route

The recommended procurement route for the main works contract is the existing Bolton
Council Highways Framework Contract 2019/2023 (Option B).
The Bolton Framework has successfully delivered a number of schemes of a similar
scale/nature to Chapel Street East Phase 1 over the course of its lifespan and this
successful track record, potential for achieving value for money and the nature of the
works being proposed are the reasons the Bolton Framework is recommended.
6.

Funding

In July 2018, the Council was advised that it’s submission for Chapel Street East Phase
1 scheme had been successful and that it had been awarded project development
funding to progress the design and business case.
In the Tranche 1 bid the Council sought £3,838,911 with a match funding contribution
of £495,720 towards the project. The latest cost estimate for the scheme is £4.8m. As
a result, the revised funding submission to the MCF programme is currently forecast
to be £4.3m. The proposed amount of Match Funding that has been secured and in
turn the amount of MCF funding being sought will be confirmed in the procurement
board report that will be taken to appoint the successful main works contractor.
However, a breakdown of the proposed funding sources is summarised in the following
table followed by further detail on the proposed approach to securing the funding for
the scheme.

Funding Source
MCF
Local - Third Party (ECF (NBG) Phase 2)
Local - S106 contributions
Total
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£
4,302,664.66
190,000.00
305,720.00
4,798,384.66
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Mayor’s Challenge Fund (MCF)
The scheme will be seeking a proportion of the required funding from the MCF. In order
to access this funding stream, a requirement is to submit a Full Business Case (FBC)
to the Greater Manchester Combined Authority (GMCA) for review.
A draft business case was submitted in December 2019. The FBC is currently in the
process of being finalised in close collaboration with Transport for Greater Manchester
(TfGM) and specialist suppliers.
The FBC is expected to be submitted to GMCA in May 2021 once the Tender process
has been completed and the highest scoring tender has been identified.
Local Match Funding
Prior to making the MCF funding submission, discussions had taken place with the
Councils S106 and Finance officers to agree a reasonable approach to match funding
for the scheme.
At programme entry, suitable match funding towards the project was identified from
within the City Councils S106 receipts and through contributions agreed with third
parties. A total of £495,720 of local match was identified at programme entry which
included contributions relating to the following:
-

Local S106 contributions for Trinity Riverside (Select Property): £55,720;
Local S106 contributions from the Chapel Wharf development: £250,000;
Local third-party contributions to be provided by English Cities Fund (ECf)
associated with New Bailey Gateway Phase 2: £190,000;

Work is currently underway to secure S106 funds for the scheme that were identified
at programme entry in consultation with Ward Councillors and Salford City Council
officers. Further details of the current position regarding specific S106 contributions for
city centre MCF schemes can also be found in the Property & Regeneration public
agenda item of 22nd February for the ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods
Project’.
Third-party contributions - New Bailey Gateway Phase 2:
The New Bailey commercial quarter is supporting the westward expansion of the city
centre Central Business District over the River Irwell and into Salford. The first phase
of development by English Cities Fund (ECf) is complete with further phases of
development underway or planned. ECf recognise the importance of delivering the
improvements to New Bailey Street area and have approved in principle match funding
of £880k towards New Bailey gateway Improvements.
An initial phase of funding was secured for a phase 1 scheme which has delivered
public realm improvements on New Bailey Street. As part of discussions in support of
the Tranche 1 bid, agreement in principal was also reached for a contribution from this
match funding to go towards Chapel Street East Phase 1 (£190,000).
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Work is currently underway to secure this funding through discussions with ECf.
7.

Funding Agreement

As part of the MCF process for FBC, Salford City Council must enter into a legally
binding Grant Funding Agreement (GFA). This forms a financial contract between
Salford, TfGM and GMCA.
Delegated authority is sought from the City Mayor, for the Strategic Director Place in
consultation with the S151 officer, to draft and approve the Grant Funding Agreement
(GFA) between Salford City Council, TfGM and the Greater Manchester Combined
Authority.
8.

Programme

The forecasted key project milestones for the scheme are detailed in the table below:

Chapel Street East Phase 1 – Key Milestones

Completion
(Forecasted)

Detailed Design

February 2021

Procurement

April 2021

Business Case Submission

May 2021

Business Case Approval

July 2021

Construction Starts

August 2021

Construction Finishes

9.

February 2022

Next Steps

That the City Mayor approves the details of this report including: updates to the scheme
design; the allocation of specific Section 106 contributions and local third-party
contributions totalling £495,720 as Council match funding; and for the scheme to be
procured in accordance with the Council’s Contractual Standing Orders through an
existing Framework using the proposed procurement route set out in this report.
If the scheme and proposed way forward is approved by the City Mayor the scheme
will progress with the procurement process upon completion of detailed design. The
outcomes of procurement will inform the completion and submission of the Full
Business Case, in consultation with the S151 officer, to the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority (GMCA) for review, and the drafting and approval of the Grant
Funding Agreement (GFA) between Salford City Council, Transport for Greater
Manchester (TfGM) and the GMCA.
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:






Salford City Council Unitary Development Plan 2004-16 (2006);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2007);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2015);
Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (2019); and
“Salford 2025 – A Modern Global City”.

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
The scheme will contribute to improving accessibility for all through the establishment
of safe and attractive routes for pedestrians and cyclists. This will support greater
equality through promoting affordable transport options that support access to
employment and public transport (through improved access to Salford Central
Station).
A Community Impact Assessment (CIA) has been produced for the Chapel Street
East Phase 1 Scheme. The CIA is to assess the impact of the scheme on local
communities and identify areas for further consideration in the development and
delivery of the scheme.
Contribution to Social Value will also be considered as an element within the
assessment of tender options. Tenderers will be asked to describe what Social Value
will be delivered during the implementation of this project and to demonstrate how
they will develop, monitor and report upon Social Value. This is expected to include,
but not limited to, consideration of the following:
-

Details of any traineeships, apprenticeships, work experience placements and
employment of local labour on this contract;
Details of any commitments to pay the Salford Living Wage;
Details of any local companies to be employed as sub-contractors or local
suppliers to be utilised in delivering this contract;
Details of any planned engagement with local secondary schools around
curriculum and careers development;
Details of any proposed donations or in-kind contributions to local community
and user groups; and
Details of any proposed corporate volunteering days.

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Medium
The following key project risks have been identified: -

1. A tendered cost for the scheme is required when submitting a Full Business
Case (FBC). Without an FBC approval grant funding will not be approved for
construction of the scheme.
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2. Subject to the submission/approval of business cases, scheme delivery funding
will be awarded on the basis that the Council is able to make a match funding
contribution of £495,720. A significant proportion of this (£305,720) has been
identified to come from already received S106 contributions with a further
£190,000 expected to come from local third-party match funding. Should the
contribution from S106 allocations and local match not be agreed within the
Council, this would leave a shortfall which would need to be met from elsewhere
in Council budgets. The other alternatives for the council would be to not
proceed with delivering the scheme.
3. The local match funding of £190,000 has been agreed in principle with English
Cities Fund with discussions underway to secure this funding. If the match
funding is not agreed or reduces this could leave a shortfall in the Councils
match funding resource, which would need to be met from elsewhere in Council
resources.
4. The Statutory Undertakers Budget Estimate (C3) Fees and Diversion costs are
c. £1.5m. An additional allowance of £300k has been made following a
quantitative risk assessment for general statutory undertaker issues and
unforeseen statutory undertakers to reflect the site-specific conditions. The
detailed costs, full scope and timescales of potential diversions are currently
unknown. However, C4 detailed specifications and costs have been requested
and are in the process of being returned.

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Tony Hatton, Principal Solicitor, tel.
219 6323. Date: 23.11.20
When commissioning contracts for the procurement of goods, services or the
execution of works, the Council must comply with the Public Contracts Regulations
2015 (PCR) and its own Contractual Standing Orders (CSOs), failing which a contract
may be subject to legal challenge from an aggrieved provider. CSO’s stipulate that
where a suitable framework exists, this must be used unless there is an auditable
reason not to do so.
The proposed procurement of the works will be by way of a tender exercise in
accordance with the process set out in the Bolton Council Highways Framework
Contract 2019/2023 (Option B), which itself was procured in accordance with the PCR
using an OJEU process, and will therefore ensure that the risk of challenge to the
award of any contract is minimal and that any challenge, should it materialise, is
extremely unlikely to be successful.
The purpose of a framework agreement is to select through a procurement / evaluation
process, a number of providers who can meet the service requirements of the Council,
as and when those services are required. If they are required then the Council will
undertake an exercise to call off the services from one or more of the providers who
have been selected to be on the framework and this may be through any number of
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ways, in this instance by way of mini competition. A contract will then be formed
between the Council and the chosen provider(s). The Council will need to have
followed the procedure set out in the framework agreement for mini competition to
ensure the procurement process is compliant.
The report refers to funding for the works coming from s106 funds. The expenditure
must be in accordance with the terms of the relevant planning obligations. Should the
Council allocate S106 funding outside of the conditions within the agreements, or
outside the timescales, or in breach of applicable Regulations, a developer may
challenge that decision and claim back contributions.
Legal shall be happy to advise on the grant funding agreement between the Council,
TfGM and GMCA to ensure the Council’s interests are protected. The terms of any
grant funding agreement will need to be adhered to in the event that there are clawback
provisions for failure to comply.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Natalie Birchall Finance Officer
L2 Ext 2316. Date: 25th November 2020.
Confirmation the budget is available to go out to tender.
The Chapel Street East Phase 1 scheme, as proposed in this report, has a current
estimated cost of £4.8m of which the estimated cost of implementing the scheme is
£4.4m. The scheme received MCF programme entry approval in July 2018 and the
proposals outlined in this report will facilitate full business case development and
approval by GMCA, to secure the access to the Mayor’s Challenge Funding.
At programme entry, suitable match funding towards the project was identified from
within the City Councils S106 receipts and through contributions agreed with third
parties associated with neighbouring development. A total of £495,720 of local match
was confirmed and the following receipts have been received and approval is to be
sought to ring fence for scheme delivery.
-

Local S106 contributions for Trinity Riverside (Select Property): £55,720;
Local S106 contributions from the Chapel Wharf development: £250,000;

Work is currently underway to secure S106 funds for the scheme that were identified
at programme entry in consultation with Ward Councillors and Salford City Council
Officers. This has included a briefing to Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable
Development on the 12th January, Property & Regeneration briefing on 8th February
2021 & will include presentation at the City Mayor Property & Regeneration meeting
for decision on the 22nd February 2021.
In agreement with GMCA, as the scheme has received programme entry approval
SCC is able to claim scheme development costs in advance of FBC approval which is
expected in July 2021. In accordance with MCF rules, SCC will cash flow the project
and reclaim from TFGM via quarterly claims. As part of the MCF process for Full
Business Case, Salford City Council must enter into a legally binding Grant Funding
Agreement (GFA). This forms a financial contract between Salford, TfGM and GMCA.
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The council will look to match fund the scheme from S106 contributions. Following FBC
approval to be submitted to GMCA in May 2021, further approvals and a procurement
board report will be required to award a contract to the successful contractor and
include confirmations of secured match funding.

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Supplied by: Heather
Stanton – Category Manager ext. 6241. Date: 2nd December 2020
The Bolton Council Highways Framework Contract 2019/2023 has been procured
compliantly in line with OJEU and Public Contract Regulations 2015. In accordance
with Contractual Standing Orders the procurement team will support the technical team
to undertake a complaint mini competition through this framework in line with the
framework agreement.

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: N/A
The scheme and the development of the Bee Network in city centre Salford will support
mode shift from private car to walking and cycling. One of the schemes central
objectives is increasing walking and cycling. More sustainable travel choices will help
to reduce transport related emissions.
It is expected that tenderers will also be asked to provide details of any specific
environmental sustainability practices / measures to be employed on this contract.
Climate change implications are also considered through the planning application
process, and where relevant appropriate mitigation will be identified through planning
conditions and/or planning obligations. The Section 106 contribution(s) can only be
used towards specific mitigation in accordance with the respective Section 106
agreement.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: N/A

CONTACT OFFICER: Simon Telford
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WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Ordsall
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Appendix 1: General Arrangement Drawing
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Appendix 2: City Centre Salford ‘Active Centres, Corridors & Neighbourhoods
Project’ (see item 3(a))
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Appendix 3: Consultation Results
Public Consultation
A consultation feedback sheet was produced for the June/July 2019 consultation event
providing visitors to the consultation the opportunity to formally respond to the
proposals. 44 people attended the consultation event and of those 16 filled in a
feedback sheet.

Email Responses
74 email responses were received to the consultation, although 1 response was a
follow up email from a respondent who wanted to ascertain whether his email had been
received.
The email responses were reviewed and based on the content placed into 3 categories,
‘support’, ‘do not support’ and ‘unclear’.

Post Responses
No post responses were received.
Phone Responses
3 phone responses were received. 2 of the messages did not relate to the scheme
being consulted. The 1 other message received was in favour of the proposed
scheme.
The majority of responses received during the consultation period have been positive
and supportive of the proposals.
Further consultation with disability groups has been carried out by the client team
including the following:
-

Presentation to SCC Access All Areas Forum 23rd August 2019;
Further engagement with the RNIB;
An inclusivity workshop with Unlimited Potential 26th September; and
Presentation to DDRG 3rd October 2019.
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This drawing is copyright to Salford City Council. It shall not be used without permission for any
purpose. Reproduction is only permitted by prior arrangement. Do not scale from this drawing. All
discrepancies to be related back to the originator for verification prior to commencing the works.
All dimensions are in millimetres unless otherwise stated.
COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE
© Crown copyright and database rights 2020 Ordnance Survey 100019737

N

SAFETY, HEALTH AND
ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION
In addition to the hazards/risks normally associated with the types of work
detailed on this drawing, note the following

It is assumed that all works will be carried out by a competent contractor
working, where appropriate, to an approved method statement

Notes:
1.

This drawing is to be read in conjunction with all other relevant
drawings. Any discrepancies, errors or omissions to be brought to
the attention of the supervising Engineer.

2.

All dimensions to be checked before commencement of work on site.

3.

All dimensions in metres unless otherwise stated.
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Agenda Item 4a
Part 1: Open to the Public – Item No.

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE
TO
PROPERTY AND REGENERATION BRIEFING

ON
22nd February 2021
TITLE: Land Disposal - The City of Salford Community Stadium site,
Barton
RECOMMENDATIONS:
The City Mayor is recommended to
Note the proposals detailed below on the terms as set out in the body of this report
and on the detailed terms set out in an accompanying Part 2 report for approval
elsewhere on the agenda.
1. Give consent in the City Council’s capacity as chargee, to The City of Salford
Community Stadium Limited’s freehold disposal of land forming plots 5A, 5B and 9
at the stadium site, with the receipt from the sale (net of costs and allowances for
abnormals) paid to the Council.
2. Give consent to the Council (1) releasing (in part) the restrictive covenant restricting
the stadium land use and (2) removing the restriction on the title protecting that
restrictive covenant for the above plots, to allow for the change of use to logistics
thereby permitting the plot sales to complete.
3. Give consent to the Council releasing the charge in part on the above plots after
receipt of the proceeds of sale, and
4. Authorise that the Shared Legal Service is instructed to conclude all documentation
necessary to give effect to the consent in 1, the release of covenant and removal
of the restriction on title in 2, and the release of charge in part in 3.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The City Council has the benefit of a charge over land owned by The City of Salford
Community Stadium Limited (CoSCoS) which was put in place as security against a
loan granted by the Council to CoSCoS in 2010. The loan is paid back from capital
receipts generated from sales of development plots of the charged land.
CoSCoS has now approached the Council with details of terms which have been
agreed with a purchaser for 14.6 acres of land.

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS: Plan showing the area to be sold edged
red, with the covenant to be released edged blue

KEY DECISION:

NO

DETAILS:
1.0

Background
The City Council has the benefit of a charge over land owned by The City
of Salford Community Stadium Limited (CoSCoS) which was put in place
as security against a loan granted by the Council to CoSCoS in 2010. The
loan is paid back from capital receipts generated from sales of
development plots of the charged land. The first sale in 2015 was the site
of the Barley Farm public house and more recently the grant of a long
lease at a premium to Aldi. Following these disposals, CoSCoS has a
remaining landholding subject to the Council’s charge of 37.47acres.

2.0
2.1

Details of the Proposed Disposal
Following extensive marketing of the development plots around the
stadium, an offer has been accepted by CoSCoS for plots 5A, 5B and 9
for an employment led use, the three plots together comprising 14.6
acres. The intended purchaser has submitted proposals for the
speculative construction of industrial/distribution units. The Council has
been provided with copies of the offer and plans from the intended
purchaser to ensure transparency.

2.2

The accepted offer for the purchase of the freehold interest of 14.6acres
has been received for the development of 4 warehouse/distribution units
providing 275,000sq ft of accommodation including up to 10% ancillary
office space. The offer submitted is subject to a capped allowance for
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abnormals. The receipt to the Council to pay off a portion of the loan to
CoSCoS is made up of a minimum contracted payment plus any
remainder of the abnormals allowance. Evidence of the actual spend on
site abnormal costs will be provided and any savings made will be paid in
addition to the fixed receipt. The structure of the agreement and
particularly the capped allowance for abnormals follows the same format
as adopted for the two previous disposals to Greene King and Aldi.

3.0
3.1

Restrictions on CoSCoS title
In 2010 the Council transferred to CoSCoS part of the land forming the
stadium and the wider stadium site.The 2010 transfer included a
restriction that the land was not to be used for any other purpose than as
a stadium primarily for sports purposes with ancillary retail and leisure
uses. A further restriction was that any further disposals required the
incoming party to covenant to use the land for that same restrictive use.
The intent behind the inclusion of this restriction was to ensure that the
stadium was built, and the stadium was subsequently delivered.
However, the development will be inconsistent with this restriction.

3.2

As the proposed disposal is of the freehold interest in the land at market
value, to enable development to take place, it is recommended that the
Council consent to the change of use by granting a release of the
restrictive covenant on use on the affected plots.

3.3

The restriction on the Council’s title flowed through from the original grant
funding agreement between the former North West Development Agency
and CoSCoS which provided funding for remediation of the stadium site
and stadium construction. As a result of the Council granting a release of
the restrictive covenant to allow the sale, the consent of the Department
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), as successor body
to the NWDA, will also need to be obtained by CoSCoS to avoid grant
clawback. This was applied for and secured previously for the Aldi
disposal. CoSCoS will need to provide evidence to the Council that BEIS
consent has been secured for the removal of the restriction on use prior
to the Council releasing its restriction to negate any risk.

4.0
4.1

Risk/Security
Since the advance of the original Council loan to CoSCoS in 2010, there
have been further amounts loaned but only sporadic repayments due to
the slow pace of disposals of development plots. Of importance is the
value of the remaining CoSCoS landholding which provides the security
for the loan, ensuring that the Council will be repaid.
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5.0

Conclusion
The marketing exercise undertaken for these 3 plots demonstrated strong
market interest in the site and provides confidence that other remaining
development plots will attract similar interest when they are brought to the
market. The rates per acre generated provide comfort that if such rates
are achieved on the remaining development plots it will have a significant
positive impact on the Councils outstanding loans to CoScOS when all
receipts have been received. The development proposals will further
support the delivery of employment opportunities in the West of the City
and the new warehousing /distribution units will create significant
Business Rates.

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:
Salford 2025 Regeneration
Creating prosperity in Salford

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
N/A

ASSESSMENT OF RISK:
Low

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Michelle Brice Shared Legal Service
(Property)
The Council has a legal charge dated 7th June 2010 over the land comprising the City
of Salford stadium land. The Council's legal charge over the land is security for the
loan from the Council to the Stadium Company in 2010.
Details of the original loan, the balance of the loan and valuation of the stadium land
are explored in this report.
The City of Salford Stadium Limited is required to obtain consent from the Council to
the disposal of any land comprising the stadium land. The decision to consent to the
disposal is in the Council's capacity as chargee and is a commercial decision, informed
by the Council's valuation of the balance of secured land and requirement for the
premium received for the disposal to Cole Waterhouse to be paid to the Council.
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The Council has a fiduciary duty and should protect its security against the stadium
land. The financial position in explored in the body of the report.
The commercial concern being that there is enough security for the balance of the
Council's loan should the Council need to exercise that security. As such beyond the
issuing of consent and release as detailed in the report there are no legal implications,
only commercial and due diligence implications arising from the proposals in this
report.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Chris Hesketh – Head of
Financial Management
Referred to in Part 2 Report

PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no procurement implications arising from this proposal.

HR IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
N/A.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPLICATIONS Supplied by:
There are no climate change implications arising from the proposed transaction.

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:
Finance

CONTACT OFFICER:

James Kington

TEL NO: 07306 332 335

WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Eccles/Irlam
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Agenda Item 6a
PUBLIC INTEREST TEST – CHECKLIST
Schedule 12A Local Government Act 1972

Name of Report:
City of Salford Stadium Land Disposals

Committee:
Regeneration Briefing
Date: 22 February 2021

Category of exemption applied: Paragraph 3 - Information relating to the
financial or business affairs of any particular person (including the Authority
holding that information)

Public Interest Test Questionnaire
This is not a definitive list. However, it does provide a series of questions that you
should ask yourself when recommending confidentiality.
FACTORS WHICH SUPPORT DISCLOSING INFORMATION
Will disclosure help people to understand and participate in public
debate about current issues?

No

Will disclosure help people to understand why the Council has taken
certain decisions?

No

Will disclosure give the public information about the personal
probity (or otherwise) of elected members or council staff?

No

Will disclosure encourage greater competition and better value for money
for council taxpayers?

No

Will disclosure allow individuals and companies to understand
decisions made by the Council that have affected their lives?

No

Is the information about factors that affect public health and public
safety? (NB you should be careful if considering the release of
information which might adversely affect public health and safety)

No

Will disclosure reveal incompetent, illegal or unethical decisionmaking or examples of malpractice?

No
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FACTORS WHICH SUPPORT WITHHOLDING INFORMATION
Will disclosure damage the Council’s interests without giving the
public any useful information?

Yes

Will disclosure damage another organisation or person’s interests,
without giving the public any useful information?

Yes

Will disclosure give an unfair, prejudicial or inaccurate view of a
situation?

No

Will disclosure prevent the effective delivery of services without giving the
public useful information?

No

Will disclosure put the health and safety of any group or individuals
at risk?

No

Is there a clear and coherent reason why the community in general would
benefit more from information being withheld?

Yes

Justification of decision
Disclosure of financial bids before contractual commitment would be inappropriate
as it would disclose confidential information and is likely to adversely affect the
financial position of the Council and the interested parties.
Other documents available: Public/briefing report submitted to Property/Regen Briefing
on 22 February 2021
Name and Title: James Kington, Head of Strategic Asset Management
Date: 12 February 2021
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